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A Steiner ptntagon system isa pair (I& P), where K, is the complete undirected graph on n 
vertk P is a a&&on of edge-disjoint pentagons which partition K,.,, and such that every 
.JLUC r,t r’~rtirtc~: vertices of K,, is joined by a path of length two in exactty one pentagon of the 
L&X* ofl P. fhe muutter n is called the order of the system. This paper gives a somplete 
so!&i FI .J the existence problem of Steiner pentagon systems. In particular it is shown that the 
spect- Y tar Steiner pentagon systems (= the set of all orders for which a Steiner pentagon 
s;ute:~x e&s) is precisely the set of all n = 1 or 5 (mod lo), except 15, for which no such system 
exists. 
A Steimtr triple system (or more simply, triple system) is a pair (S, t) where S is a 
finite set and t is a collection of 3-element subsets of S (called triples) such that 
every pair of distinct elements of S belongs to exactly one triple of the cohection t. 
It is, of course, well known that a triple system is equivalent to a decomposition of 
the complete undirected graph K, into edge-disjoint triangles. So, using graph- 
theoretic vernacular, we can say that a Steiner triple system is a pair i’y,, T? 
where K,, is the complete undirected graph on n vertices and T is a collection of 
triangles in K,, with the property that each edge of K,, belongs to exactly one 
triangle of 7’. Now if K,, is based on the set Q we can define a binary operation -0’ 
on Q by 
cboa=a for all a E Q, and 
aob=boa=c if a#b and 
C 
A E T. 
a b 
Again, it is well known that the groupoid (Q, 0) defined in this way is always a 
quasigroup (called, not too surprisingly, a Steiner quasigroup). 
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In 1366, Rosa i7] proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
ctomp~ete wdirected graph I&, to be decomposed into edge-disjoint pentagons i
that n = 1 or 5 (mod 10). Now, if P is an edge-disjoint decomposition of I& into 
pentagons and I& is based on Q w-em Wimjy@yy speratiw :f _-,_ .5:L' I/C'.;,$ .$ aog_- d aeQ, *d 4ob=boa~L-~“#&b a& ’ 
Q? Q by 
‘.“. 
b x 
Knvever, unhke the &pie system case: the group&d (Q, 0) is II& n&ss&ly a 
quasigroup. (See [l, 73 for example.) Subsequently in [S], Rosa asked for which n 
does t&e exist a decomposition of K&, into pentagons uch that the groupoid 
detined above is a quasigroup. (Closely related questions’ about quasigroups 
Mfng from witions of&,,i@o cl@. circu@ due to Rotxig .canbe found m [2]$ pili .of-j& n&‘~lea+ ‘tothe folk$& defm$on, ‘, 
A. sireina pentrrgon S~SMN (SPS) “is, a .pair (&, P) where &, is ,the complete 
u@ir&ted graph (b&$on; $resee’Q)/ P-is a collection of pentagons in & such 
that &h edge of k b&mgs to: exz&ly one pentagon of P, and (Q, 0) is a 
quasigrwup where the bii operation ‘0’ is defined by 
’ UOU=Q, all aEQ, and 
aob=boa=c if a#b and 
We remark that the requirement that@, 0) be a quasigroup isequ+lent to ,the 
requirement ‘that! each pair of distinct elements of Q are jomed .by a path of 
length 2 in exQctzy +e pentagon of’% The number n is called the order of the SPS 
(K, 17;,‘ end, of c&me, ~~&+jLbn(n i 1). 
The purpose of this paper is to give a complete solution of the existence 
problem of SPSs. In particular we show that the spectrum for SPSs is precisely the 
set of all IC = 1 or S(mod lo), ex~eP$ 15, for which no such system exists, and 
(possibly) 391. 
2. 
A perpendicuhr a ray (PA) is an @X k array A sut$ that each ceil is occupied 
with one of the symbols 1, 2, 3,. . . , n and such &at if we run our fingers down 
any two columns of A we obtain each of th2 (&!) 2-element subsets of 
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0, 293, l * l I n} exuctly once. The number n is called the order and the number k 
the scmgrh of the array. 
Erprnde 1. (e) = 10) X 5 perpendicular array of order 5 and strength 5. 
I 1 I 2 I 4 I 5 I 3 
I 4 I 5 I-3 I 1 i 2 
In what follows we will consider PAS of strength 5 only and till abbreviate 
“perpendicular array of order n ami strength 5” to PA(n, 5). A trivial necessary 
condition for the existence of a PA(n, 5) is that n is odd and II > 3. The fact that 
this is sufficient is far from trivial; but nevertheless has been established (with the 
possible exceptions of n ~{33,39,51,87,219}) by Mullin, Schellenberg, van Rees 
and Vanstone [S]. For our purposes, we will need PA(n, 5)s with the additional 
property that they are invariant with respect to permuting the columns cyclically 
akording to the permutation ar = (12 3 4 5). That is to say, when the columns are 
permuted according to 01= (12 3 4 5) the resulting PA contains exactly the same 
rows (but not necessarily at the same level, of course). A PA(n, 5) which is 
invariant under permuting the colmns according to (12 3 4 5), and therefore the 
cyclic group ((12 3 4 5)), will be called a cyclic PA(n 5) (CPA@, 5)). 
a=(l234V 
CPA(5,5) 
30 CC, I.Jn&mr, D.R Srinson 
Now a .bit .of. reflection rev&Is &at a CPA(n, 5) A is equivalent o a SPS 





if and only if (4 b, e, G d), (b, e, G d, a), (e, c, (i, a, b), cc, 4 a, b, e) and 
(d, u, 6, e, c) are rows of A. In what follows it is a good deal easier to describe the 
construction of SPSs in terms of CPAs than in terms of graph theory, and so we 
now switch over to CPA (and design) vernacular. We split up the constructions 
into the cases n =5(mod 10) and n = l(mod 10). 
3. ?I = !#(nlod 10) 
We begin by noting that a CPA(n, 5) gives rise to a block design of order n with 
block size 5 and A =2 (the converse is not necessarily true). Since there does not 
exist a block ,design of order 15 with block size 5 and A = 2 [l], there does not 
exist a CPA(l5,5). E&ample 2 gives a CPA& 5) and so we begin our discussion 
with n = 25. The following may seem, at first, a bit off base but as we shall see it is 
exactly what is nee4ied. 
In [6] Wang co-& a self-orthogonal quasigroup of order n which is 
orthogonal to a commutative quasigroup for every odd order n except 39,51,87, 
123,X59,183; 219,267 and 303. Subseqtitly, the authors [33 along with Mullin 
reduced this list to 39 and 87; and, recently the cases 39 and 87 have been 
hand& by Zhu [9]. So, let (Q, 0) be a self-orthogonal quasigroup of order n 
which is orthogonal to the commutative quasigroup (Q, @). We can assume both 
(Q, 0) and (9, @) are idempotent. Denote by A the (n2 - n) x 5 partial or- 
thogonal array with rows (4 b, a+, a@b = b&z, baa), all a# 6 E Q. Further, 
denote by T the $t(n - 1) rows of A with a < b, and by B the $n(n - 1) rows of A 
with a > b. It is exttmely impomnt o note that a row (a, b, c, d, e) E T if and only 
if (b, a, e, d, C)E B. This will be used repeatedly in what follows. Fin&, let 
@ =I& 1,2,4,2), (2,2,3,5,3), (3,3,4,1,4), (4,4,5,2,5), (5,5,1,3,1)1 and set 
h - 0 x {1,2,3,4,5). Now define a (“2”> x 5array P of rows of elements of X by: 
(1) For each a E Q, aefnte a CPA(S, 5) on ((u, f ) (a, 2), (a, 3), (a, 8, (a, 5)) and 
place these 10 rows ilo P; 
12) Foreachrow(I;r,b,uob,a~b=b~u=c,b~a3ETandeach(i,i,j,k,j)EC 
place the 5 rows 
((4, G, ib, i), @+,j), (c, k), (boa, j)), 
0, i), (a+, j), (c, k), (boa, j), (Q, i)), 
((a +, j), Cc, k), (boa, j), (a, i), @, i)), 
((c, k), (boa, i),’ (a, i), (6, i), (uob, j)), and 
(@~a, j), (a, i), @, i), baob, j), Cc, k!) 
in P. 
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Claim. P is a CPA&r, 5). Clearly P is cyclic, and since it has the right number of 
rows, it remains only to show that P is a perpendicular array; i.e., if we run our 
fingers down any two columns of P we obtain each 2-element subset of X at least 
oncz (The right number of rows plus at least once implies exactly once.) 
So, consider the Zelement subset ((a, i), (b, j)} of X. If Q = b, since the rows of 
a CPA(5, 5) defined on {(a, l), (a, 2), (a, 3), (a, 4), (a, 5)) belong to P we are done. 
Hence we need consider only the case where a # ii. There are two cases to 
consider here: a# b and i = j and a# b and i# j. 
Case 1. u # b and i = j. Since P is cyclic it suffices to show that P contains a row 
of the form ((a, i), (b, 9, , , ) or ((b, i), (a, i), , , ) ad a row of the form ( , , (a, 
i), , (b, i)) or ( 1 , (b, i), , (a, i)). We consider the case where i = 1, the other 
cases being identical. The orthogonal array A must contain a row of the form (a, 
b, & y, 2). If (a, b, x, y, 2) E T then ((a, l), (b, 1), (x, 2), (y, 4), (2, 2)) E P whereas 
if (a, b, x, y, 2)~ B then (b, cg z, Y, x) E T and SO 0, I), (a, 0, (z, 21, (Y, 4), (x, 
2))~ P. Similarly, A must contain a row of the form (x, y, a, z, b). If (x, y, a, z, 
b)e T then ((x, S), (y, 5), (a, 1), (z, 3), (b, 1)) E P whereas if (x, y, a, z, 5) E B then 
(y, x, b, z, ak T md so NY, 3, (1, 3, (b, 0, tz, 3), (a, 1))~ I’. 
Case 2. CL # 6 and i# j. There are two types of cases here. We consider the 
cases i=l, j=2 and i=2, j=4. 
Case 2(a). i = 1 and j = 2. Here we must show that P contains a row of the 
form ( , (a, l), (by 2), , ) or ((a, l), , , , (b, 2)) and a row of the form 
((a, l), , 04 21, , 1 or ( , (a, 11, , , (b, 2)). As before the orthogonal array A 
must contain a row of the form (x, u, b, y, z). If (x, a, b, y, Z)E T then 
(Cc, 11, (a, I), (b, 21, (Y, 4), (5 2)kP whereas if (x, a, b, Y, 2)~ 13 then 
(a, x, z, yI 6)~ T and so ((a, l), (x, l), (z, 2), (y, 4), (b, 2))~ R Again A must con- 
tain a row of the form (a, x, b, y, z). If (a, x, b, y, Z)E T then ((a, l), (x, I), (b, 2) 
(y, 4), (z, 2))~ P whereas if (a, x, b, y, z) E B then (x, a, z, y, b) E T ad SO 
(k I), (a, U, k 2), (Y, 4), (b, 2)) E P- 
Case 2(b). i =2 and j =4. We must show that P contains a row of the 
form ( , .(a, 21, (b, 9, ) or ( , , , 0% 4), (a, 2)) and ((b, 4), , , (a, 4), ) or 
( , (b, 4), , (a, 2), ). Now A must contain a row of the form (x, y, Q, b, z). If 
(x, y, a, b, Z)E 2’ then ((x, l), (y, l), (a, 2), (9 4), (~2)) E p whereas if 
(x, y, a, 6, z) E B then (y, x, z, b, a) E T and so ((y, l), (x, l), (z, 2), (b, 4), (a 2)) E P. 
Finally, A must contain a row of the form (b, x, y, a, z). If (by x, Y, a, Z)E T then 
NJ, 4), (x, 4), (Y, 3, (4 3, k 5)) E P whereas if (b,x,y,a,t)EB then 
(x, b, z, a, Y)E T and so ((x, 4), (b, 4), (z,5), (a, 2), (Y, 5))~ P. 
Combining all of the above gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. A CPA(Sn, 5) exists for all odd n except n = 3, for which no such 
array exists. 
4 n-l(nMMllO) 
TO begin with, if n - = 1 (mod 10). then n = 1 or 11 (mod 20). If n = 1 (mod 20) 
there is no problem. We simply take a block design of order 11 with block size 5 
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and b s 1 [l] and pIace a copy of a CPA(5,5) on each block. It is immediate that 
this gives a CI?_b~(rt, 5). Hence we need consider only the case where ram 
ll(mod 20): 
If m F ll(mod 2& then..m~ 5 l , n G 1, where u -2(mod 4). The idea here is to 
extrapolate the qxstrutiQn given. in the ~ywi~us faction. So, let Q= 
{1,2,3 ,,.. ;,n} where .n=2(mod4)~ and set H=f(l,2},(3,4},15,6),..., 
{n-l,.n)). It. w at 0 h ,,f II ows, the 2-element~subsets b longing to H will be caMed 
holes. Now let (Q, 0) be a quasigroup containing an su~uasi~ups (k y}, oh t4.l 
(x, y)~Hi The partial quasigroup (Q;o) defined hy.xoy is dttjined and +oy=~CI>y 
if antI onlyif x and y do not belong to the same hole is cahed a. quarigroup with 
M!, tie quaswups with: holes (Q$ o&and (Q, 4 are said to be orthogonal 
provided that when their associated partial Iatin squares are superimposed the 
resuhing coliection of n 2-2n ordered pairs are-distinct and omit p&&y the 2n 
ordered pairs of the form (x, y) where x and y belong to the same hole. 
Now clearly we cannot have a self-orthogonal quusigroup of euen order n 
which is orthogonal to an &ntp&nf commutative quasigroup, for the obvious 
reason that an idempotent commutative quasigroup must have odd order. How- 
ever, if we do not mind our quasigroups containing holes things are considerably 
different. For our purposes here, quasigroups with holes will do quite nicely. In 
[4J,l@Iiin and Stinson have constructed a se&orthogonal quasigroup with holes 
of order n which is orthogonal to a commutative quasigroup with holes for every 
:n =2(mod 4) except n = 2, 6, 30, 66, 78, 150, and 174. The other ingredient 
uecessary for the extrapolation of the construction i  Se&on 3 is a CPA(ll, 5): 
I.et E =El, 4,5,% 3), (2,5,6,10,4), (3,6,7,11,5), (4,7,S, 1,6), (5,8,9,2,7), 
(6,9,16,3, %, (791% l&4,9), (8,11,1,5, lo), (9,1,2,6, ll), (l&2,3,7, l), 
(11,3,4,8,ki:E. Now define a 55 x 5 array A as follows: For each (a, b, c, d, e)~ E, 
PI= the 5 ~6% (a, b, c, 4 e), (A c-4 e, a), (c. d, e, a, b), (de, u, b, c) and 
(e, 4 b, c, d) in A. It is immediate that A is a CI-.\(ll, 5). Now for the 5n + 1 
construction. The idea is quite simpie. We use the construction given in Section 3 
with “quasigroup” replaced with “quasigroup with holes” and “C(5,5),’ replaced 
with “C(ll,5)“. 
Let (Q, 0) be a self-orthogonal quasigroup with holes of order n =2(mod 4) 
. %h is orthogonal to the commutative quasigro~ip with holes (Q, @). Denote by 
A the ,..‘- 2n) x 5 partial orthogonal array with rows (a, b, a ob, u Qp b = b @ 
a, boa), all a, b E Q and a and b do not belong ts the same hole. Denote by 7’ 
the ln(n-2) rows of A with ucb and by B the &(n-2) rows of A with a>b. 
AsinSection3,wenotethatarow(o,b,,c,e)ET;;fa~donlyif(b,rr,e,d,c)EB. 
AdditioaaUy (and this is very important) no two coordinates of a row (6 b, c, d, e) 
of A belong to the same hole. 
Finally, as before, let C = ((1, 1,2,4,2), (2,2,3,5,3), (3,3.4,1,4), 
(4,4,5,2,5), (5,5,1,3,1)) and set X=+}U(Qx.[1,2,3,4,5}). Now define a 
?“2’*) x 5 array P of rows of elements of X by: 
(1) Fesr- each hoZe (a, b) define a CPA(ll, 5) on {m)U ({a, b) x (1,2,3,4,5}) and 
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place these 55 rows in P; 
(2) Foreachrow(a,b,aob,aQDL=b~u=c,b,,a)ETandeach(i,i,j,k,6)EC 
place the 5 rows 
((a 9, @, 0, (aoh i), tc, k), (boa ih 
W, i), (aoh i), (c, k), (boa, i), (a 91, 
((aoh i), Cc, k), (boa, i), (a, 0, tb, i)), 
UC, k), (boa, i), (a, 9, (b, 9, (aoh ih and 
((boa, j), (a, 8, (h 9, (aoh i), k, kN 
in I? 
The proof that P is a CPA(5n + 1,s) is identical to the proof in Section 3 so we 
omit the details. 
We now have the following theorem. 
Theorem A A CPA(5n f 1,5) exists for all even n except possibly n = 6, 30, 66, 
78, 150 and 174. 
Combining Theorems 3 and 4 gives a CPA(n, 5) for every n = 1 or S(mod 10) 
except II = 15 (for which no such array exists), and possibly n = 31,151,331,391, 
751, and 871. We now give two constructions which will handle n = 31,151,331, 
751, and 871, leaving only the case n = 391 undecided. 
The prime power construction. Let (F, +, *) be a finite field of order n = !Ok + 1 
and let x be a generator of the multiplicative group (F\(O), m). Set 
B ={(x’, x*~+~, :-4k+i, x6k+i, x’~+~) 1 i = 0, 1,2, . . . , k - 1) 
and define an @ x 5 array A by: For each OL E F and each (x, y, z, U, u) E B, place 
the 5 rows (x+o,y+cu,z+a,u+or,u+a), (y+~~,z+a,u+o,u+a,x+a), (z+ 
a,u+a,v+a,x+a,y+a), (u+a,u+a,x+a,y+a,z+a) and (u+cY,x+Q,~+ 
cy, z + OL, u + a) in A. It is straightforward to see that A is a CPA(n, 5). 
The prime power construction handles the cases 31, 151,331 and 751, leaving 
only the cases 391 and 871 undecided. The well-known singular direct product 
can be used to take care of 871. Since we need the singular direct product for the 
case n = 871 only, we specialize the construction to this case. It makes things a lot 
easier to describe. 
The singular direct product. Let X be a (174)’ x 5 orthogonal array based 
on {2,3,4,. . . , 175) and define a (“:‘)x 5 array P based on S = 
{l)U({2,3,4,..., 1’75) x {1,2,3,4,5)) as follows: 
(1) For each i ~(1,2,3,4,5}, Gefine a CPA(175,5) on (1) U ({2,3,4, . a . , 
175) x {i}) and place these rows in P; 
(2) For each row (x, y, z, u, V) in X, place the 10 rows 
((x, 0, (j, a, ‘G, 31, (% 4, (u, SN, ((Y, 21, (z, 3), lu, 41, (u, 9, (x, w, 
(b, 3), (u, 4), Iv, 9, tx, I), (Y, 2))s ((Y 4), (u, 9, I(JG 0, (Y, 21, (%31), 
(b, S), k 11, (Y, 3, t&3), Cy74)), ((4, I), Q? 31, b, $), (Y 21,: (u, 4)), 
((Y, 31, (z,SJ, (w, 21, b* 4), Wl)), U, 9; cg 21; $4,, (x, 0:. (Y, 3D, 
Nu, 21, b, 41, 06 0, (Y, 31, (z, w, (b,4)?, (x, 11, Iv; 35 (GSA (u, 2)) .)_ 
in I? 
As with the prime power con&uctiin itis +$ to see that P is a CPA(871,S). , 
Now combining Theorems 3 and 4 along with the prime power c&Mruction and 
the singular direct product gives the following theorem. 
^ 
Tbwem 5. The spectrum for CPA(ra, 5)s is precisely the set of all n=l or 
S(mod lo), except 15, for which no such away exists, and (possibly) 391. 
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Added fn proof. Quite recently, 2%~ (University of. Waterloo) has con- 
structed a self-orthogonal quasigroup with holes of order 78 which is orthogonal 
to a commutatiire quasigroup with holes, thereby removing 391 as an exception in 
Theorem 5. 
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